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History timeline of selective mutism:
Although it is a rare condition lacking a definite aetiology.
In the 19th century, Kussmaul identified it as aphasia
voluntaria and described the condition as where individuals
would voluntarily not speak in certain situations (NCBI,
2010). In the early 1930s, the condition  that it was an l
elective or voluntary nature of the persistent failure to
speak. SM was not included in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Disorders (DSM) until 1980, and paediatric
literature on the issue is minimal (Joseph, 1999).

Selective mutism (SM) is a social anxiety disorder that primarily affects young children who are capable of communicating but

consistently struggle to do so in social settings. Many children with SM go undiagnosed due to the fact that they talk at home but not in

social situations such as schools and parties (Schwartz, et al., 2006).  

The Relationship Between a Child with Selective Mutism
and The School Environment

Recommendations:
It is important to note that children with SM do not want to be

quiet on purpose, but their high levels of anxiety cause their

inability to communicate. As a result, teachers must make it

easier for children with SM to feel at ease by creating a less

anxiety-inducing learning atmosphere that encourages

expression. Educators must include the child in diverse ways to

avoid reinforcing the child’s exclusion in the classroom. Making

the classroom tidy and pleasing to the eye will help, not pointing

out and telling others about their SM, having stations in place for

the child to communicate I.E. sticky notes, put the child in a group

where she migh feel a little comfortable maybe a friend from

outside school and never force a child with SM to speak. 

Introduction:
The aim of this research is to learn more about selective mutism while exploring how teachers can assist students with this condition. The

researcher believes that teachers should aim to reach all students, regardless of their experiences or needs. With this faith, a teacher should

want to help a student who does not talk, knowing that all students are unique and have an innate need to communicate. The objective of this

study is to explore teaching techniques to assist the child with SM in the classroom while also looking at ways in preparing the environment

to benefit the child. 

Literature review:
The literature available displayed that SM is a disorder that is not as
rare as previously believed. It can be treated by an interdisciplinary
team in schools with communication of vital importance, meaning the
parents of the child should inform the school about the child’s
diagnosis allowing the teacher and SNA to prepare different strategies
around inclusion and to prepare the classroom to allow certain
situations to occur, such as play-based activities that are child-led.
Additionally, teachers should be aware of the symptoms as educators
could be the first to see signs, even before the parents. This
communication is essential to ensure that the teacher or SNA can
have measures in place to allow the child to become comfortable with
the new environment and reduce possible anxiety. 

Academic
performance

It consisted of interviews being carried out via

Google Meets with an array of professionals that

have a rapport with selectively mute children. 

The qualitative data from the interviews were

transcribed using Microsoft word. This data was then

highlighted, extracted, and uploaded to excel to

break down all the information into manageable and

user-friendly pieces.  

After the data was accumulated, a thematic analysis

was conducted (Braun, 2006)..

 Method: 

Communication
through 
visuals

Cleanliness 
Social

situations- trust
and friendship  

 

Social situations- 5 out of 5 children in school found yard and

group work hard and would develop a twitch such as fist

clenching  and looking to the ground with no response. This is

where the  teacher would need to build a bond or rapport with

the child to allow the child feel comfortable and less anxious. 

Academic performance - Children with SM may not want to

converse but academically  they were thriving.  This showed in

4 out of  5 children. 

Cleanliness -through the interviews it portrayed that 4 out of 5

children felt more content when they had the area around

them clean. It was also shown if their anxiety was high they felt

some sort of calmness when they tided.  

Communication - as verbal communication is  a struggle at

times for children with SM , its important to have a second

form of non-verbal communication. The most used non-verbal

communication  was sticky notes or whiteboards where the

child could keep on the table and use when needed.  
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